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   Press Release  

Framence Announces Partner Webinars to Expand Its Reach 

Globally 

Framence, a company that creates photorealistic digital twins of industrial environments, is hosting 

free webinars for potential business partners. The German startup is looking for technology and 

software companies worldwide with which to form strategic business partnerships. 

 

 

 

Bensheim, Germany, September 18, 2023 — Framence, a German startup specializing in creating 

photorealistic digital twins of industrial environments, announces a series of upcoming free partner 

webinars designed to forge strong collaborations with technology and software companies 

worldwide. These webinars provide an exclusive opportunity for potential partners to explore the 

benefits of working with Framence and expanding their businesses. 

The partner webinars are scheduled to take place on the following dates: 

• October 26 at 08:00 am CET 

• October 31 at 10:00 am CET 

• November 2 at 20:00 pm CET 
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Framence's cutting-edge technology offers a revolutionary way to capture, visualize, and interact 

with industrial environments, making it a valuable addition to the toolkit of any technology and 

software company. By partnering with Framence, interested companies can tap into a host of 

benefits that will enhance their competitive edge and drive growth. Partners will gain access to 

Framence's state-of-the-art digital twin platform and will be able to offer photorealistic digital twins 

of industrial environments to their clients. This innovative technology will set partners apart in a 

rapidly evolving market allowing them to grow their revenue.  

Both established players as well as startups in the industry are welcome to join the free webinar. 

To register for one of Framence's free partner webinars and learn more about the exciting 

opportunities for collaboration, please visit www.framence.com/events/. 

The webinar will be held in English. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Framence 

Framence, located in Bensheim, Germany, was established in January 2019 by Dr. Peter 

Merkel and Mr. Adrian Merkel, who serve as managing directors. This dynamic startup 

develops groundbreaking technologies dedicated to digitizing buildings and facilities. The 

FRAMENCE software revolutionizes the creation of hybrid models and digital twins by 

leveraging simple photo panoramas in a cost-effective manner. With a combined 

experience of over 40 years in the realm of graphics-intensive software solutions, Framence 

is at the forefront of advancements in AI, machine learning, and image recognition. 
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